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A B S T R A C T

We report on an initiative that sought to negotiate the intersections of science, policy and practice through
reconciling supply and demand (RSD) for research. We propose a synthesised framework that can be used to
either inform or analyse the practice of RSD, then examine an Australia-wide program that was designed to link
research with strategic regional planning for climate change adaptation in natural resource management. Cross-
scale lessons from this endeavour at national (program), and regional (project) scales suggest that framing RSD
in opposition to linear or deficit approaches that hinge on delivery of scientific information presents an in-
complete view. RSD engages with pre-existing institutionalised practices and understandings and in doing so
changes both the supply (research) and demand (policy/practice) side. In the case examined here, scientific
information products were initially prioritised by funders over processes for collective knowledge generation.
However a widely acknowledged need for capacity building and co-creation ultimately informed project ac-
tivities. We argue that in taking RSD seriously, programs and projects will often need to actively shift their focus
from the delivery of information products towards prioritising less visible processes and outcomes. Combined
process- and outcome-orientation, in turn, must pay attention to expert legitimization, and how knowledge can
have a bearing on (and potentially change) established institutions and practices of decision-making.

1. Introduction

As ecological decline continues, exacerbated by climate change,
attention to achieving societal outcomes by linking science, policy and
practice to broader society is growing (e.g. Leith et al., 2017; McNie
et al., 2016). This attention is, in part, a consequence of viewing public
investment in environmental science as key means of addressing sus-
tainability challenges. Repetitive failure of models that assume science
will speak truth to power fomented a recognition that knowledge
generation on its own is insufficient and may be even an unnecessary
contributor to resolving complex problems (Sarewitz, 1996). This is
especially so where stakes are high, values divergent, and political will
to consider future generations and other species is weak. Numerous
approaches have been suggested to better work across research, policy
and politics ranging from transdisciplinary research (Hadorn et al.,
2006) mode-2 science (Nowotny et al., 2001), post-normal science
(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993) and co- production (Armitage et al.,
2011). Such approaches are founded on commitments to developing
knowledge that speaks to the vagaries of human values and concerns

whilst maintaining methodological rigor. They reflect the inter-
dependence and trade-offs between research legitimacy, relevance and
credibility (Cash et al., 2003) and negotiate differences in worldviews,
epistemologies, institutions and cultures among people engaged in re-
search (Leach et al., 2010). They recognise that linking research and
decision- making for sustainability is situation specific, often politi-
cised, and founded in relationships among people, societal rules and
norms (institutions) and discourses that define the validity and use-
fulness of knowledge (Jasanoff, 2004).

This paper contributes to finding ways through these challenges in
two steps. Firstly, in Section 2, we build on and extend the influential
work of Sarewitz and Pielke (2007) and McNie (2007) on Reconciling
Supply and Demand (RSD) for research. We link RSD with the emerging
agenda of sustainability science (Kates et al., 2001) and its emphasis on
knowledge co-production (Clark et al., 2016). We attempt to en-
capsulate calls for a shift in science policy for sustainability within a
framework for enacting RSD in practice.

Secondly, we present an account of how this approach to RSD
played out at program and project levels. The program in
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question—The Regional Natural Resource Management (NRM)
Planning for Climate Change Fund—operated across Australia over 4
years from 2013 to 2016. Its overall aim was to assist regional NRM
organisations to update strategies to effectively consider climate
change. Taken together, the program and project are presented as an
‘operation’ on what Sarewitz and Pielke (2007) refer to as the ‘ne-
glected heart of science policy’. Where Sarewitz and Pielke suggest
assessment of the efficacy of links between research program design
and the desired societal outcomes, this ‘operation’ represents an at-
tempt to proactively and iteratively build these linkages. We detail the
substantial efforts to co-produce knowledge with decision-makers and
to use research to build capacity, skill, and self-efficacy to contribute to
outcomes among both planners and researchers. These efforts ended up
being largely concealed by traditional, output-oriented metrics of pro-
ject success, and demarcation of roles across boundaries between re-
search and decision-making.

2. RSD in sustainability science

2.1. Linear and deficit models and their currency

While sustainability science emphasises the need for collaborative
inter- and trans-disciplinary research, in order to understand and ad-
dress complex challenges (Kates et al., 2001), traditions of separating
science from (and prioritising it in) societal decision-making have re-
sisted critique (Wynne, 2014). These ‘models’ are probably better
considered as institutionalised assumptions about legitimate roles of
science in society that pervade the discourse and practice of science and
decision-making. The linear model for example suggests that ‘basic’,
‘foundational’ or ‘pure’ science become useable through ‘applied sci-
ence’ via policy-making, or innovations and technologies. The deficit
model similarly rests on the premise that basic science of nature or
society enlightens civil society, often construed as an undifferentiated
public, or specific decision-makers, who need research to understand
problems better.

These models imply that decision-makers share an instrumental and
strategic rationality and seek to use credible scientific information as
the basis of their decision-making. In their extreme form, these models
link the refinement of scientific information through self-directed re-
search by scientists with an assumed deficit of knowledge among citi-
zens and decision-makers (Sarewitz, 1996). The result is a common
depiction of problems as technical, and a tendency to downplay cul-
tural, social, political (and so on) aspects (Leach et al., 2010; Li, 2007;
Wynne, 2014). Hoppe et al. (2013) argue that the language of the
deficit and linear models provide conveniently tidy ‘front-office’ nar-
ratives that delineate the work of researchers from those of policy-
makers and practitioners. When examined closely however, these clean
demarcations give way to negotiated boundaries through which au-
thority and legitimacy are contested and defined (Jasanoff, 1987).

2.2. Sustainability science, co-production and reconciling supply and
demand

Kates et al. (2001, pg. 641) suggested that making sustainability
science knowledge useable required new forms of action and interac-
tion that were “not ordered linearly in the familiar sequence of scien-
tific inquiry, where action lies outside the research domain”. Critically,
this meant the intent of sustainability science was not just to under-
stand these interacting systems, but to influence them. This, in effect,
brought governance and politics squarely into the remit of sustain-
ability science. It emphasised the need for knowledge about, and skill to
conduct, transparent and equitable processes, as well as the need for
trust among those engaged (Clark et al., 2016). Research embedded
within communities of practice, place, or interest suggests very dif-
ferent forms of research from universal and generalizable science. They
require differing roles of individuals (Pielke, 2007), methods of

engagement with stakeholders in knowledge production (Leith et al.,
2017) and structures and institutions that enable collective action
without undermining rigour (Guston, 2000).

Linking science, society and policy in sustainability science, has
been examined in detail by scholars of Science and Technology Studies
(STS). Particularly accessible, pragmatic, and theoretically informed
synthesis of this literature are approaches to reconciling supply and
demand (RSD) for research (McNie, 2007; Sarewitz and Pielke, 2007).
RSD focuses analysis on the active, negotiated boundaries among sci-
ence, society, and policy. Rather than assuming any party can or should
define research foci, frame problems, select priorities, or define ‘desir-
able’ outcomes, RSD explicitly embraces iterative and relational work at
the boundaries between science, policy and society. Sarewitz and Pielke
(2007) argue that we need to closely examine processes of science and
research (the supply side) as well as the concerns of policy-makers and
publics (the demand side) in relation to any specific issue. This ap-
proach pays attention to information asymmetry: scientists are in some
sense naïve of demand and decision- making context, while decision-
makers are not fully aware of the possibilities and implications of re-
search. As Sarewitz and Pielke (2007:8) demonstrate, “the supply of
science is often responsive to the presence of a well-articulated demand
function” such as that of industry or military sectors. However, in
sustainability issues typified by high stakes, divergent values, sub-
stantial scientific uncertainty, urgency for decision-making (Funtowicz
and Ravetz, 1993), and competition among stakeholders to frame both
problems and solutions (Hoppe, 2010) the demand function needs to be
co-created with supply. Here RSD becomes about mediating and ne-
gotiating among groups in order to ensure research can effectively and
equitably contribute to outcomes agreed on by those groups.

McNie’s (2007) synthesis of literature from STS identifies numerous
elements involved in RSD for such complex sustainability problems.
While these are not straightforward, we suggest they can be en-
capsulated by three interacting goals for RSD initiatives: they should be
demand-driven, problem- focused and outcome-oriented (see Fig. 1).
These imperatives and their sub-categories can be considered in nor-
mative and analytical modes. In the normative mode they provide
principles that researchers or science policy decision-makers might use
as design considerations to plan and coordinate activities. While there is
some empirical support for their application (see McNie, 2007) they
still require evaluation in differing contexts. In this paper, the frame-
work is used analytically to examine the program (Section 4.1) and
project (Section 4.2) through narrative accounts.

Where the three broad imperatives overlap there are specific action
areas and challenges for RSD initiatives (see Fig. 1):

1) Collaborative framing of problems, with relevant experts and deci-
sion-makers being oriented by the demand function, but critically
and reflexively open to exploring alternate possible ways of framing
the problem.

2) Opening up and closing down discussion, particularly in moving
from problem framing to identifying outcomes and then action that
can contribute to them; but also in identifying types and extent of
uncertainty, and how these will be used, dealt with or delimited.

3) The negotiation of the salience, credibility and legitimacy of outputs
(tangible products or things such as reports, maps and graphs) and
processes that are devised to achieve outcomes (effects or impacts).

4) At the heart of RSD lie principles related to relationships among the
people involved, their accountability to each other, and their use of
processes in purposeful, iterative, and reflexive ways to negotiate
meanings of problems and pathways to outcomes.

3. Methodology

The empirical material used for this paper spans a period from 2011
to 2016. They range from Australian Government publications to notes
from project workshops and discussions, to formal interviews across
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